
Creating space at NCEA Level 1  
for powerful learning
NCEA Level 1 should give all New Zealanders 
the opportunity to become lifelong learners and 
develop the vital capabilities and attitudes needed 
for their future. 

To achieve this we could make NCEA Level 1  
a 40 credit qualification with two components –  
20 credits focused on literacy and numeracy,  
and 20 credits from a project.

Big  
Opportunity  

1

 Z What do you think the purpose of Level 1 should be?

 Z What is needed to make sure Level 1 works for students 
who want to learn vocational skills, for example “I want  
to be a chef, builder, auto mechanic, arborist or artist.”

 Z How can we make sure that NCEA Level 1 remains a strong 
qualification for people who leave school after Year 11?

 Z How else could we change assessment at Level 1?

Things to think about:

NCEA – Have your say 
Māu hei kōrero

Talk to us about the future of NCEA.

Over the next few months, we aim  
to talk with lots of New Zealanders, 
from a range of backgrounds, to discuss 
their experiences with NCEA –  
the challenges, the successes and  
what we can do better in the future.

Find out more at: 
conversation.education.govt.nz/NCEA

Have your say about  
the future of education.

Join the conversation at conversation.education.govt.nz #NCEAReview #EdConvo18#NCEAHaveYourSay

Ways to have your say

Post your views on social media  
#NCEAReview 
#NCEAHaveYourSay

Submit a detailed 
submission online

Complete a  
survey online

Come along to a regional hui or 
public workshop. Book online  
or text us on 5811

Lead a group discussion on ways 
NCEA can be strengthened and use the 
findings to write a group submission

Enter the NCEA Make Your Mark 
competition. There are four 
opportunities to tell us what you think 
about NCEA. There are over $35,000 
in prizes or grants up for grabs!


